A metastable nematic precursor accelerates polyethylene oligomer crystallization as determined by atomistic simulations and self-consistent field theory.
Using PYS, TraPPE, OPLS-L, and Flexible-Williams (FW) force field models, atomistic simulations at temperatures ranging from 450 K to 600 K are performed to predict the melt density ρ, the persistence length Np, the nematic coupling constant α, and crystallization dynamics for pentacontane (C50). The coupling constant α arises from packing entropy of rodlike Kuhn segments and increases with increasing ρ and Np. Together with a self-consistent field theory, Np and α are then used to predict the isotropic-to-nematic (IN) transition temperature for polyethylene (PE) oligomers as a function of chain length. The nematic phase is found to be metastable since the IN transition temperature lies below the crystal melting temperatures for C50 in simulations using different force fields. Finally, isothermal simulations of crystallization for PE C50 oligomers and C1000 polymers show that crystal nucleation may be much accelerated by quenching below the IN transition temperature, where chains in the isotropic state first rapidly form nematic ordered domains, within which crystalline order then grows. We also find that the PYS, TraPPE, and FW models overpredict the melting temperature for C50 by around 50 K, while the most flexible OPLS-L model gives a melting temperature within around 10 K of the experimental value. Although giving a more accurate melting temperature, the slow crystallization kinetics of the OPLS-L model may limit its application in direct simulations of PE crystallization.